2016 Mining Charter
South Africa plans to keep black ownership at 26%, May 8

AIME
AIME has partnered with an engineering history wiki, May 81

AIME Awards
AIME Honorary Membership Award to James R. Arnold, Jan 63
AIME Honorary Membership Award to John N. Murphy, Jan 64
Charles F. Rand Memorial Gold Medal to J. Brett Harvey, Jan 62
Daniel C. Jackling Award to William H. Wilkinson, Jan 61
Erskine Ramsay Award to John N. Murphy, Jan 60
Frank F. Aplan Award to David Osborne, Jan 62
Howard W. Eavenson Award to Robert Bruce Carlson, Jan 60
James Douglas Gold Medal to Daniel W. Kappe, Jan 63
Mineral Economics Award to David R. Hammond, Jan 62
Mineral Industry Education Award to Courtney Young, Jan 63
Percy Nicholls Award to Y. Paul Chugh, Jan 63
Robert H. Richards Award to Robert Dunne, Jan 62
Robert M. Peale Award to Russell J. Sheets, Jan 61
WAAIME celebrates 100th anniversary, Nov 59
WAAIME Founders Award to Veronica Yovane Brahm, Feb 59
William L. Saunders Gold Medal to Ronald L. Parratt, Jan 61

AIME celebrates 145th anniversary
AIME celebrates its 145th anniversary, Aug 79

Acid rock drainage
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34

Adani Enterprises

Investment in Carmichael Mine frozen, Mar 10
Adani Group
Carmichael Mine construction approved, May 16
Adsero, Richard
Dragline step change; Safer, greener and lower operating costs are possible*, Nov 32
Africa
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17
Freeport to sell stake in African mine;*, Jun 12
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14
South Africa plans to keep black ownership at 26%, May 8

African Rainbow Minerals
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17

Aggregates
Crushed stone fares well in 2015; Production made it the largest mining industry*, Jul 20
Frac sand production decreases; Oil and gas oversupply leads to slowdown*, Jul 23
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Distinguished Service Award to S.A. Ravishankar, Feb 55
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Young Scientist Award to Hyunjung Kim, Feb 56

Agioutantis, Zach
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28

Agricultural minerals
2015 Review: Mining review*, May 52

Akara Resources Chatree
Thailand calls for a halt to all mining, Jun 15

Alaska
Alaska raises concerns about BC report, Jun 8
Development of rare-earths mine halted, May 14
EPA pushes for records on Pebble, May 14
Inspector General backs EPA in Pebble case, Feb 8

Alexander, Ewan
Building and executing an effective risk system for the mining industry*, Oct 44

Amiri, R.
The Sangan iron ore mines: A role model for sustainable development in Iran*, Jun 20

Anaconda Mine
Deadline for mine cleanup in Nevada, Mar 12

Anderson Corby
Personal News, Nov 59

Anglo American
Anglo American announces restructuring plan that will cut assets in half, Jan 10
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17
Mining’s plunge put into perspective, Feb 12

AngloGold Ashanti
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17

Animas River
New Mexico sues over Gold King spill, Jul 19

Annual Conference & Expo
It’s time to donate items and to sponsor the SMEF gala dinner, Nov 60
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61

Arcadis
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34

Arch Coal
Arch Coal files for bankruptcy protection;*, Feb 16
Arch Coal plans to exit bankruptcy, Oct 11
Court upholds EPA’s veto of Spruce mine permit, Sep 8
Peabody Energy files for bankruptcy, May 10

Argentina
Barrick Gold reaches settlement, Jul 17

Arizona
Court rules in favor of Rosemont Copper, Aug 8
EPA to shell out $1 million to states, Jun 13
Freeport’s Sierrita mine to shut down, Jan 11
Request for criminal probe of EPA submitted, Jun 8
Resolution Mine site lands on historic registry, Apr 8
Rosemont clears another hurdle, Jun 10
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

Arnold, Tim
A long strange trip indeed, Feb. 6
Giving thanks, Nov. 6
Mentoring the next generation, Dec. 6
Mining builds strong bonds, Sep. 6
Mining Industry needs young talent, Aug. 6
SME to honor WAAIME for 100 years, Jan. 6
Some wounds never heal, Oct. 6
Mentoring the next generation; SME offers members to pass on advice and knowledge, Dec 6
Mining builds strong bonds, Sep 6

Atlantic Coastal Plain
Coastal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources *, Oct 36

Australia
Australia’s Roy Hill Mine ships first cargo, Jan 15
BHP Billiton to increase coal output;*, Jul 15
Barrick to sell share of Kalgooorie Mine, Sep 15
Carmichael Mine construction approved, May 16
Investment in Carmichael Mine frozen, Mar 10
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34
Possible new coal mine in Australia, Oct 12
Western Australia claims top spot, Apr 11

B

BHP Billiton
BHP Billiton to increase coal output;*, Jul 15
BHP plans to invest in expansion, Jun 16
Brazil files largest civil suit in history over Samarco Mine tailings dam failure, Jun 10
Green vehicles could drive copper boom, Dec 18
Lawsuit from tailings spill in Brazil dismissed by federal judge, Jul 10
Mining’s plunge put into perspective, Feb 12
Penalties for spill in Brazil adding up, Jan 15

BLM
Access for Twin Metals blocked, Apr 10
Alternative sage grouse rule plan offered, Mar 11
BLM to review sage grouse assessment, Nov 8
Colorado officials discuss plans to address water from inactive mines, May 10
Colowyo Mine receives approval for expansion, Mar 6
Federal court weighs in on Nevada moly mine, Dec 8
Twin Metals files suit for mineral lease renewal, Oct 8

Ball Clay
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
Mining trucks dig in for dorset ball clay*, Jun 36

Bankruptcy
Arch Coal files for bankruptcy protection;*, Feb 16
Peabody reaches agreement with three states, Sep 8
Baregi, J.R.
Air cleaning performance of a new environmentally controlled primary crusher operator booth*, Feb 31
Barone, T.L.
Reducing float coal dust: Field evaluation of an inline auxiliary fan scrubber*, Dec 63
Barrick Gold Corp.
Barrick Gold reaches settlement, Jul 17
Barrick to sell share of Kalgooorie Mine, Sep 15
Base metals
The Sangan iron ore mines: A role model for sustainable development in Iran*, Jun 20
Bauxite and Alumina
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
Beamish, B.
Discussion of Study on correlation of quantified coal rank with self-heating temperature*, Jun 51
Bedinger, George
Coastal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources *, Oct 36
Benton, D.J.
Jackleg drill injuries*, Aug 57
Berenzen, J.
Fragmentation modeling using the Multiple Blasthole Fragmentation (MBF) model at an openpit mine*, Oct 49
Berwind Mine
Two new coal mines could open in 2017;*, Oct 10
Bilb
BHP Billiton to increase coal output;*, Jul 15
BHP plans to invest in expansion, Jun 16
Brazil files largest civil suit in history over Samarco Mine tailings dam failure, Jun 10
Green vehicles could drive copper boom, Dec 18
Lawsuit from tailings spill in Brazil dismissed by federal judge, Jul 10
Mining’s plunge put into perspective, Feb 12
Penalties for spill in Brazil adding up, Jan 15

Bismuth and Antimony
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
Bissert, P.
Validation of temperature and humidity thermal model of 23-person tent-type refuge alternative*, Sep 97
Bissert, P.T.
Refuge alternatives relief valve testing and design*, Oct 55
Bleiwais, Donald
Coal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources *, Oct 36
Bokan Mountain
Development of rare-earths mine halted, May 14
Bolivia
Bolivia cracks down on mining cooperatives, Oct 8
Boron
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
Brazil
Brazil files largest civil suit in history over Samarco Mine tailings dam failure, Jun 10
Lawsuit from tailings spill in Brazil dismissed by federal judge, Jul 10
Penalties for spill in Brazil adding up, Jan 15
Bre-X
Scams and other impediments to credible mineral appraisal*, Sep 60
British Columbia
Alaska raises concerns about BC report, Jun 8
Britton, S.G.
Using lean six sigma techniques for projects at a Canadian uranium mine, mill*, Nov 16
Bromine
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
Buchanan Mine
Consol Energy sells Buchanan Mine, Apr 14
Bureau of Land Management
Mine cleanup bill passed by US House, Aug 8
Bureau of Reclamation
Risk analysis for evaluation of mine impounded water*, Dec 33
Burr, John F.
MINER Act technology; Past, present and the future *, Dec 45
Bode Jimenez Leon, Gabriel
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28

C

Coresafety
Advancing safety with technology and solutions at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 28
Miner safety improves in 2015, Apr 88
Peabody first to receive CORESafety certification from National Mining Association, Nov 12
Canada
Diamond mine to open in 2016, Jan 12
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16
First all-electric mine on the horizon, Nov 10
Quebec approves $1.2-billion mine, Feb 14
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Using lean six sigma techniques for projects at a Canadian uranium mine, mill*, Nov 16

Cardwell, Justin
Dynamic unfolding-complex geology case study of Tenke-Fungurume deposits*, Jan 20

Carmichael Mine
Carmichael Mine construction approved, May 16
Investment in Carmichael Mine frozen, Mar 10

Carter Michael R.
Obituaries/Necrology, Nov 67

Cartwright, Alyson
Dynamic unfolding-complex geology case study of Tenke-Fungurume deposits*, Jan 20

Caterpillar
Despite industry woes, 2016 is a big year for the mining equipment sector*, Jun 32
Downturn in industry leads to innovation by Joy Global, Feb 10
More than 1,800 exhibitors in 12 halls will be at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 36
Technology and solutions will take center stage at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 18
Technology rules at MINExpo 2016; 44,000 attend three-day expo in Las Vegas*, Dec 22

Cecala, A.B.
Air cleaning performance of a new environmentally controlled primary crusher operator booth*, Feb 31
Comparison of MERV 16 and HEPA filters for cab filtration of underground mining equipment*, Aug 50

Cement
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Cerro San Pedro Mine
International social license in mining projects*, Feb 24

Chamber of Mines
South Africa plans to keep black ownership at 26%, May 8

Chapter 11
Peabody’s restructuring plan accepted, Sep 14

Chile
Barrick Gold reaches settlement, Jul 17

China
China drafts new environmental rules, Sep 16
Freeport to sell stake in African mine*, Jun 12

China Molybdenum Co.
Freeport to sell stake in African mine*, Jun 12

Chris Robison
Chris Robison reflects on steering Newmont through turbulent times*, Aug 42

Chromium
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Clark, C.C.
Jackleg drill injuries*, Aug 57

Clean Air Act
Coal mining leases on federal lands are halted, Feb 8

Clean Water Act
Court upholds EPA’s veto of Spruce Mine permit, Sep 8
EPA pushes for records on Pebble, May 14

Clean coal
Wyoming eyes clean coal solutions, Sep 10

Cliffs Natural Resources
Challenges for Minnesota addressed at annual SME Conference in Duluth, May 17
Cliffs will restart operations early, Jul 12

Climate Change
Mining, climate change and science*, Jan 6

Coal
Arch Coal files for bankruptcy protection*, Feb 16
Arch Coal plans to exit bankruptcy, Oct 11
BHP Billiton to increase coal output*, Jul 15
Carmichael Mine construction approved, May 16
Coal & Energy Division Distinguished Service Award to Joe Zelanko, Feb 53
Coal mining leases on federal lands are halted, Feb 8
Colowyo Mine receives approval for expansion, Mar 6
Consol Energy sells Buchanan Mine, Apr 14
Copper prices surge, hope rises for coal, Dec 10
Court upholds EPA’s veto of Spruce Mine permit, Sep 8
Dragline step change; Safer, greener and lower operating costs are possible*, Nov 32
Former Massey CEO sentenced, May 12
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14
Investment in Carmichael Mine frozen, Mar 10
J.W. Woomer Young Engineer Award to Brian O’Dea, Feb 53
MEC brings value to current and future members, Nov 61
Mine safety bills could be amended in Kentucky, Apr 8
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28
Mining builds strong bonds, Sep 6
Mining’s plunge put into perspective, Feb 12
Murray Energy to focus on plan that will avoid any layoffs, Aug 10
New operator of Navajo Mine named, Jan 13
Peabody Energy files for bankruptcy, May 10
Peabody first to receive CORESafety certification from National Mining Association, Nov 12
Peabody reaches agreement with three states, Sep 8
Peabody seeks permission to pay taxes, Aug 16
Peabody settles back tax issue, Dec 16
Peabody’s restructuring plan accepted, Sep 14
Pittsburgh Section holds joint meeting with PCMIA and NMHF, Jan 48
Possible new coal mine in Australia, Oct 12
Ramaico prepares for IPO; New coal company opening new mines, Dec 12
Stefanko Best Paper Award to Steven Derycke, Steven Tedoli, Anand Bhagwat and Thomas Hanselaer, Feb 53
Supreme Court halts Obama administration, Mar 6
Times are as tough as they have ever been in the coal industry*, Mar 18
Two new coal mines could open in 2017; Oct 10
Two new met coal mines planned, Oct 80
Wyoming approves new coal mine, Nov 13
Wyoming eyes clean coal solutions, Sep 10

Coal & Energy Division
Coal & Energy Division Distinguished Service Award to Joe Zelanko, Feb 53
J.W. Woomer Young Engineer Award to Brian O’Dea, Feb 53
Stefanko Best Paper Award to Steven Derycke, Steven Tedoli, Anand Bhagwat and Thomas Hanselaer, Feb 53

Coeur Mining
Bolivia cracks down on mining cooperatives, Oct 8

Colinet, J.F.
Reducing float coal dust: Field evaluation of an inline auxiliary fan scrubber*, Dec 63

Colorado
A tough new world; Mineral processing in the 2010s*, Jun 42
Colorado officials discuss plans to address water from inactive mines, May 10
Colowyo Mine receives approval for expansion, Mar 6
Discovery Center opens at Dinosaur Ridge, Aug 79
EPA to shell out $1 million to states, Jun 13
EPA proposes to add Gold King to Superfund sites, May 8
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
Freeport agrees to remove mining claims, Nov 8
New Mexico sues over Gold King spill, Jul 19
New mining cleanup rules coming, Mar 8
Peabody seeks permission to pay taxes, Aug 16
Peabody settles back tax issue, Dec 16
Request for criminal probe of EPA submitted, Jun 8
Watershed restoration exhibit in Idaho Springs, Feb 62

Colorado MPD
A tough new world; Mineral processing in the 2010s*, Jun 42

Colorado Mining Exhibit Foundation
Discovery Center opens at Dinosaur Ridge, Aug 79
Girl Scout Day at Dinosaur Ridge, Dec 76
Watershed restoration exhibit in Idaho Springs, Feb 62

Colorado School of Mines
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28

Colowyo Mine
Colowyo Mine receives approval for expansion, Mar 6

Coming Events/Short Courses
Coming Events/Short Courses, Jan 65
Coming Events/Short Courses, Feb 44
Coming Events/Short Courses, Mar 68
Coming Events/Short Courses, Apr 58
Coming Events/Short Courses, May 91
Coming Events/Short Courses, Jun 67
Coming Events/Short Courses, Aug 82
Coming Events/Short Courses, Sep 104

Connor, B.P.
Defining hazard from the mine worker’s perspective*, Nov 50

Consol Energy
Consol Energy sells Buchanan Mine, Apr 14

Conveyor Dynamics Inc.
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14

Conveyors
A mining breakthrough; Preconcentration by sensor-based sorting*, Mar 38
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14

Copper
BHP plans to invest in expansion, Jun 16
Chinese company doubles investment, Jul 14
Copper prices surge, hope rises for coal, Dec 10
Court rules in favor of Rosemont Copper, Aug 8
Freeport to sell stake in African mine, Jun 12
Freeport’s Sierrita Mine to shut down, Jan 11
Green vehicles could drive copper boom, Dec 18
Lundin Mining to sell stake in copper mine, Dec 20
Oyu Tolgoi expansion plans approved, Jun 12
PolyMet submits 15,000-page permit application, Dec 8
PolyMet submits permit applications, Aug 14
Resolution Mine site lands on historic registry, Apr 8
Rosemont clears another hurdle, Jun 10
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

Coronado, Pedro
Developing a context-based alert system for haulage cycle optimization*, Feb 17

Crushed stone
Crushed stone fares well in 2015; Production made it the largest mining industry*, Jul 20

DOI
Coal mining leases on federal lands are halted, Feb 8

DeBeers
Diamond mine to open in 2016, Jan 12

Deaton, Kenneth
Satisfying temperature requirements in mobile refuge alternatives*, Dec 41

Deep Space Industries
Space mining could be close, Sep 12

Deep sea mining
New Zealand commits $3.7 million to study impacts of deep-sea mining, Nov 10

Denegre, Julien
Offshore mining to have its own session at OTC; “Ocean mining developments”*, Apr 9

Department of Natural Resources
Exploration leases approved, Apr 12

Department of the Interior
Seven mines earn DOI awards, Nov 15

Dessureault Sean
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

Diamonds
Diamond mine to open in 2016, Jan 12

Diatomite
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Dimension Stone
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Dindarloo, S.R.
Measuring the effectiveness of mining shovels*, Mar 45

Distinguished Members
SME seeks nominations for Distinguished Members, Sep 105

Don Blankenship
Former Massey CEO found guilty on one charge, Jan 14
Former Massey CEO sentenced, May 12

Donald Trump
Copper prices surge, hope rises for coal, Dec 10
Poll shows backing for US minerals, Dec 96

Dos Santos, Joseph
Cost value of High angle conveying - 2011*, Sep 64

Dow Jones Sustainability Index
Newmont named top in sustainability, Oct 13

Dragline
Dragline step change; Safer, greener and lower operating costs are possible*, Nov 32

Drift of Things
Cities increase underground use, Jun 80
Coal use down in Mountain region, Nov 80
Critical Minerals and US economy, Jan. 78
Don’t write coal off just yet, Sep 128

Industrial minerals value up in 2015, Jul 120
MEC addresses public perception, Aug 96
Miner safety improves in 2015, Apr 88
Mining, exploration in 2015, May 104
Poll shows backing for US minerals, Dec 96
SME Annual Conference in Phoenix, Feb 80
SME installs its 2016 officers, Mar 80
Two new met coal mines planned, Oct 80

Dubbert, J.
Standing support and rolled mesh for safe and efficient tailgate rib control*, Jan 33

EIA
Peabody Energy files for bankruptcy, May 10

EPA
Colorado officials discuss plans to address water from inactive mines, May 10
Court upholds EPA's veto of Spruce Mine permit, Sep 8
Deadline for mine cleanup in Nevada, Mar 12
EPA knew of dangers at Gold King, Mar 8
EPA proposes to add Gold King to Superfund sites, May 8

EPAs push for records on Pebble, May 14
EPA to shell out $1 million to states, Jun 13

Exploration leases approved, Apr 12
Inspector General backs EPA in Pebble case, Feb 8

Mine cleanup bill passed by US House, Aug 8
New Mexico sues over Gold King spill, Jul 19
New mining cleanup rules coming, Mar 8
Request for criminal probe of EPA submitted, Jun 8
Seven mines earn DOI awards, Nov 15

Eagle Mine
Challenges for Minnesota addressed at annual SME Conference in Duluth, May 17

Education
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
MEC brings value to current and future members, Nov 61
Mining builds strong bonds, Sep 6
Mining engineering graduates on the rise, May 15

Eger, P.
Solving mine drainage water issues with peat-based sorption media*, Feb 38

Eiter, B.M.
Defining hazard from the mine worker's perspective*, Nov 50

Election
Poll shows backing for US minerals, Dec 96

Elk Creek Mine
Two new coal mines could open in 2017; Oct 10

Ellefsen, Karl
Coastal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources *, Oct 36

Ellis, T.R.
Comparative mineral properties - do they exist for market value appraisals?*, May 67

Environment
Alaska raises concerns about BC report, Jun 8
China drafts new environmental rules, Sep 16
Environmental Division creates new standing committee with the ADTI-MMS, Feb 48
Environmental Division Distinguished Service Award to Anne Williamson, Feb 54
Environmental Division scholarships and silent auction - 2016, Apr 61
Environmental Stewardship Award to O. Eugene Kitts, Feb 58
Expanding the INAP pit lakes database, Jun 58
Freeport-McMoRan to host field trip to Jerome, AZ and United Verde Mine, Jan 51
Seven mines earn DOI awards, Nov 15

Environmental Division
Environmental Division creates new standing committee with the ADTI-MMS, Feb 48
Environmental Division Distinguished Service Award to Anne Williamson, Feb 54
Environmental Division scholarships and silent auction - 2016, Apr 61
Environmental Stewardship Award to O. Eugene Kitts, Feb 58
Expanding the INAP pit lakes database, Jun 58
Freeport-McMoRan to host field trip to Jerome, AZ and United Verde Mine, Jan 51

Equipment
Despite industry woes, 2016 is a big year for the mining equipment sector*, Jun 32
Developing a context-based alert system for haulage cycle optimization*, Feb 17
Downturn in industry leads to innovation by Joy Global, Feb 10
Dragline step change; Safer, greener and lower operating costs are possible*, Nov 32
First all-electric mine on the horizon, Nov 10
Hardface welding; Understanding what it is and how it is used*, Aug 31
Komatsu to acquire Joy Global, Aug 10
Mining trucks dig in for dorset ball clay*, Jun 36
More than 1,800 exhibitors in 12 halls will be at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 36
Technology rules at MINExpo 2016; 44,000 attend three-day expo in Las Vegas*, Dec 22

Eureka Moly LLC
Federal court weighs in on Nevada moly mine, Dec 8

Ewigleben Donald
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

Exploration
2015 Review: Exploration review*, May 30
Ben F. Dickerson Award to Raja Upadhyay, Feb 58
Exploration budgets plummet in 2015, Jan 13
Exploration leases approved, Apr 12
Getting involved with the Mining & Exploration Division, Feb 49
M&E issues a call for auction items, Jan 52
Miner of the Year Award to Tom Goodell, Feb 58
Mining & Exploration Division Distinguished Service Award to Steven Holmes, Feb 57
Mining & Exploration Division Outstanding Young Professional Award to Jamie Torske, Feb 59
Mining industry talent forecast, Jul 103
Mining, exploration in 2015, May 104
Rock Mechanics Award to Ian Farmer, Feb 58
Vanadium trends in exploration; markets and future demands*, Aug 27

Fernando, Rohan
MINER Act technology; Past, present and the future *, Dec 45

Finance
Current Trends in Mining Finance Conference returns to New York City for fourth installment, Feb 11

Fine Grind
Attrition: good for comminution -- bad for SME, Aug 65
Collaborative opportunities in sustainability challenges, Jul 105
Comminution, Transitioning? ..., Mar 60
Congratulations to the MPD Student Poster Contest winners, May 84
Copper electrowinning -- Five tips for greater efficiency, Sep 108

MPD Plenary Session 2017; Highlighting the year's award recipients, Nov 62
MPD calendar -- mark these dates, Dec 79
MPD will hold seventh annual student poster contest, Feb 46
New copper projects and flotation cell developments, Jun 62
Notes from the minutes of the MPD Executive Committee, Apr 62
Rong Yu Wan Award will be presented by MPD, Aug 65
The most important commodity in our industry, Jan 50

Fire Clay
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Fluorspar
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Forbort, J.
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34

Frac sand
Frac sand production decreases; Oil and gas oversupply leads to slowdown*, Jul 23

Fraser Institute
Western Australia claims top spot, Apr 11

Freeport-McMoRan
Dynamic unfolding-complex geology case study of Tenke-Fungurume deposits*, Jan 20
Freeport agrees to remove mining claims, Nov 8
Freeport to sell stake in African mine; Jun 12
Freeport's Sierrita Mine to shut down, Jan 11

Frimpong, S.
Measuring the effectiveness of mining shovels*, Mar 45

Fuller's Earth
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

GE Mining
Technology rules at MINExpo 2016; 44,000 attend three-day expo in Las Vegas*, Dec 22

Gahcho Kue Mine
Diamond mine to open in 2016, Jan 12

Gaillard, S.
Area monitoring and spot-checking for diesel particulate matter in an underground mine*, Dec 57

Gardner, Steven
Mining, climate change and science*, Jan 6

www.miningengineeringmagazine.com
Staying safe and other observations, Feb 6

**Gary Goldberg**

Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39

**Gemstones**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Geology**

Dynamic unfolding-complex geology case study of Tenke-Fungurume deposits*, Jan 20

**Giblett, Aidan**

The GMSG Guideline on methods to survey and sample grinding circuits*, Jan 17

**Gilliland, E.S.**

A preliminary evaluation of a through-the-earth (TTE) communications system at an underground coal mine in Eastern Kentucky*, Apr 52

**Gleason, William**

Chris Robison reflects on steering Newmont through turbulent times*, Aug 42
Despite industry woes, 2016 is a big year for the mining equipment sector*, Jun 32
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
More than 1,800 exhibitors in 12 halls will be at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 36
More than 6,300 attend SME Annual Conference & Expo*, Apr 39
Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61
Tata Chemicals North America finds stability, success in Southwest Wyoming*, Jul 85
Technology and solutions will take center
time and under budget*, Nov 39
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34
Request for criminal probe of EPA submitted, Jun 8
Staying safe and other observations, Feb 6
Venezuela creates its own mining ministry, Jul 8
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

**Gold Fields**

Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17

**Gold King Mine**

Colorado officials discuss plans to address water from inactive mines, May 10
EPA knew of dangers at Gold King, Mar 8
EPA proposes to add Gold King to Superfund sites, May 8
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
Gold King Mine site added to National Priorities List for Superfund cleanup, Oct 10
International social license in mining projects*, Feb 24
New Mexico sues over Gold King spill, Jul 19
New mining cleanup rules coming, Mar 8
Newmont celebrates 95 years, Jun 14
Newmont named top in sustainability, Oct 13
Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34
Request for criminal probe of EPA submitted, Jun 8
Venezuela creates its own mining ministry, Jul 8
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

**Hall of Fame**

Mining Foundation of the Southwest to host 34th Awards Banquet*, Nov 41
National Mining Hall of Fame to induct 2016 class ahead of MINExpo*, Aug 20
Pittsburgh Section holds joint meeting with PcmIA and NmHFm, Jan 48

**Hammond, A.D.**

Vanadium trends in exploration; markets and future demands*, Aug 27

**Hardface welding**

Hardface welding; Understanding what it is and how it is used*, Aug 31

**Harveys, S.P.**

Determination of the fire hazards of mine materials using a radiant panel*, Jan 40

**Haydn H. Murray**

National Mining Hall of Fame to induct 2016 class ahead of MINExpo*, Aug 20

**Health & Safety Division**

Excerpts from the minutes of the H&S Executive Committee meeting, Jul 104

**Graduate Poster Contest**

Graduate student research poster contest with cash prizes, Sep 111

**Graphite**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Green, D.**

Solving mine drainage water issues with peat-based sorption media*, Feb 38

**Greens Creek Mine**

Hecla Mining Company, 125 years; Since 1891*, Jun 37

**Grinding**

The GMSG Guideline on methods to survey and sample grinding circuits*, Jan 17

**Ground Calcium Carbonate**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Ground control**

International ground control conference attracts more than 200 people to West Virginia, Sep 15
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28

**Grubb, J.**

Discussion of "Study on correlation of quantified coal rank with self-heating temperature", Jun 51

**Guangdong Rising Assets Management Co. Ltd.**

Chinese company doubles investment, Jul 14

**Gypsum**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Gary Goldberg**

Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39

**Gemstones**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Geology**

Dynamic unfolding-complex geology case study of Tenke-Fungurume deposits*, Jan 20

**Giblett, Aidan**

The GMSG Guideline on methods to survey and sample grinding circuits*, Jan 17

**Gilliland, E.S.**

A preliminary evaluation of a through-the-earth (TTE) communications system at an underground coal mine in Eastern Kentucky*, Apr 52

**Gleason, William**

Chris Robison reflects on steering Newmont through turbulent times*, Aug 42
Despite industry woes, 2016 is a big year for the mining equipment sector*, Jun 32
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
More than 1,800 exhibitors in 12 halls will be at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 36
More than 6,300 attend SME Annual Conference & Expo*, Apr 39
Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61
Tata Chemicals North America finds stability, success in Southwest Wyoming*, Jul 85
Technology and solutions will take center stage at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 18
Technology rules at MINExpo 2016; 44,000 attend three-day expo in Las Vegas*, Dec 22
Times are as tough as they have ever been in the coal industry*, Mar 18

**Glencore**

Bolivia cracks down on mining cooperatives, Oct 8
Copper prices surge, hope rises for coal, Dec 10

**Global Mining Standards Guidelines**

The GMSG Guideline on methods to survey and sample grinding circuits*, Jan 17

**Gobla, Michael**

Risk analysis for evaluation of mine impounded water*, Dec 33

**Goering, Ken**

Technology rules at MINExpo 2016; 44,000 attend three-day expo in Las Vegas*, Dec 22

**Gold**

Barrick Gold reaches settlement, Jul 17
Barrick to sell share of Kalgoorlie Mine, Sep 15

Chris Robison reflects on steering Newmont through turbulent times*, Aug 42
Colorado officials discuss plans to address water from inactive mines, May 10
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17
EPA knew of dangers at Gold King, Mar 8
EPA proposes to add Gold King to Superfund sites, May 8
EPA to shell out $1 million to states, Jun 13
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16
First all-electric mine on the horizon, Nov 10
Gold King Mine site added to National Priorities List for Superfund cleanup, Oct 10
International social license in mining projects*, Feb 24
New Mexico sues over Gold King spill, Jul 19
New mining cleanup rules coming, Mar 8
Newmont celebrates 95 years, Jun 14
Newmont named top in sustainability, Oct 13
Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34
Request for criminal probe of EPA submitted, Jun 8
Venezuela creates its own mining ministry, Jul 8
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30
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Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17
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Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional hearing on mining education legislation*, Jan 28
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New Mexico sues over Gold King spill, Jul 19
New mining cleanup rules coming, Mar 8
Request for criminal probe of EPA submitted, Jun 8
Staying safe and other observations, Feb 6

**Goldcorp**

First all-electric mine on the horizon, Nov 10
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

**Graduate Poster Contest**

Graduate student research poster contest with cash prizes, Sep 111

**Graphite**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Green, D.**

Solving mine drainage water issues with peat-based sorption media*, Feb 38

**Greens Creek Mine**

Hecla Mining Company, 125 years; Since 1891*, Jun 37

**Grinding**

The GMSG Guideline on methods to survey and sample grinding circuits*, Jan 17

**Ground Calcium Carbonate**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Ground control**

International ground control conference attracts more than 200 people to West Virginia, Sep 15
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28

**Grubb, J.**

Discussion of "Study on correlation of quantified coal rank with self-heating temperature**, Jun 51

**Guangdong Rising Assets Management Co. Ltd.**

Chinese company doubles investment, Jul 14

**Gypsum**

Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Hall of Fame**

Mining Foundation of the Southwest to host 34th Awards Banquet*, Nov 41
National Mining Hall of Fame to induct 2016 class ahead of MINExpo*, Aug 20
Pittsburgh Section holds joint meeting with PcmIA and NmHFm, Jan 48

**Hammond, A.D.**

Vanadium trends in exploration; markets and future demands*, Aug 27

**Hardface welding**

Hardface welding; Understanding what it is and how it is used*, Aug 31

**Harveys, S.P.**

Determination of the fire hazards of mine materials using a radiant panel*, Jan 40

**Haydn H. Murray**

National Mining Hall of Fame to induct 2016 class ahead of MINExpo*, Aug 20

**Health & Safety Division**

Excerpts from the minutes of the H&S Executive Committee meeting, Jul 104
Health & Safety Division Individual Excellence Award to R. Larry Grayson, Feb 54
Health & Safety Division Operational Excellence Award to the Dugout Canyon Mine, Feb 55
Health & Safety Division Research and Educational Excellence Award to the National Industrial Sand Association, Feb 55
It’s all in your head -- Why drug testing doesn’t solve the problem of safety, Jun 60
Miner safety improves in 2015, Apr 88
The value of safety shares and a call for meaning, May 82
Training matters -- MSHA’s Rules to Live By, Sep 109
Using brain games to raise safety awareness, Nov 57

Health and Safety
Health and Safety needs our support; SME can provide a home to mine safety professionals, May 6
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61

Heap leaching
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16

Heavy mineral sands
Coastal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources*, Oct 36

Hebblewhite, B.K.
Risk management: Adapting Riskgate for underground coal mines in the United States*, Mar 51

Hedean Mining Co.
Hedean Mining Company, 125 years; Since 1891*, Jun 37

Henry Krumb Lecture Series
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

Hexagon Mining
More than 1,800 exhibitors in 12 halls will be at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 36

High angle conveying
Cost value of High angle conveying - 2011*, Sep 64

Hollen, B.
Air cleaning performance of a new environmentally controlled primary crusher operator booth*, Feb 31

Homce, G.T.
Refuge alternatives relief valve testing and design*, Oct 55

HudBay Minerals
Court rules in favor of Rosemont Copper, Aug 8

Hughes-Narborough, C.
The human factors in the success of mineral processing projects*, Aug 36

Hulse Donald
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

ICMM
Sustainable development and mining, ICMM says mining can be part of development plans, Dec 14

Idaho
Hedean Mining Company, 125 years; Since 1891*, Jun 37

Impumelelo Mine
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14

Industrial Diamond
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Industrial Garnet
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Distinguished Service Award to S.A. Ravishankar, Feb 55
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Young Scientist Award to Hyunjung Kim, Feb 56

Industrial Sand and Gravel
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Industrial minerals
2015 Review: Mining review*, May 52
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Distinguished Service Award to S.A. Ravishankar, Feb 55
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Young Scientist Award to Hyunjung Kim, Feb 56

Industry Guide 7
SEC proposes rules change, Jul 10

Industry Newswatch
Access for Twin Metals blocked, Apr 10
Alternative sage grouse rule plan offered, Mar 11
Anglo American announces restructuring plan that will cut assets in half, Jan 10
Arch Coal files for bankruptcy protection*, Feb 16
Arch Coal plans to exit bankruptcy, Oct 11
Australia’s Roy Hill Mine ships first cargo, Jan 15
BHP Billiton to increase coal output*, Jul 15
BHP plans to invest in expansion, Jun 16
Barrick Gold reaches settlement, Jul 17
Barrick to sell share of Kalgoorlie Mine, Sep 15

Brazil files largest civil suit in history over Samacone Mine tailings dam failure, Jun 10
Carmichael Mine construction approved, May 16
Challenges for Minnesota addressed at annual SME Conference in Duluth, May 17
China drafts new environmental rules, Sep 16
Chinese company doubles investment, Jul 14
Cliffs will restart operations early, Jul 12
Colorado officials discuss plans to address water from inactive mines, May 10
Consol Energy sells Buchanan Mine, Apr 14
Copper prices surge, hope rises for coal, Dec 10
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17
Current Trends in Mining Finance Conference returns to New York City for fourth installment, Feb 11
Deadline for mine cleanup in Nevada, Mar 12
Development of rare-earths mine halted, May 14
Diamond mine to open in 2016, Jan 12
Downturn in industry leads to innovation by Joy Global, Feb 10
EPA knew of dangers at Gold King, Mar 8
EPA pushes for records on Pebble, May 14
EPA to shell out $1 million to states, Jun 13
Exploration budgets plummet in 2015, Jan 13
Exploration leases approved, Apr 12
First all-electric mine on the horizon, Nov 10
Former Massey CEO found guilty on one charge, Jan 14
Former Massey CEO sentenced, May 12
Freeport to sell stake in African mine;*, Jun 12
Freeport’s Sierrita Mine to shut down, Jan 11
Gold King Mine site added to National Priorities List for Superfund cleanup, Oct 10
Green vehicles could drive copper boom, Dec 18
International ground control conference attracts more than 200 people to West Virginia, Sep 15
Investment in Carmichael Mine frozen, Mar 10
Japan to enter offshore mining sector, Sep 10
Komatsu to acquire Joy Global, Aug 10
Lawsuit from tailings spill in Brazil dismissed by federal judge, Jul 10
Lundin Mining to sell stake in copper mine, Dec 20

Murray Energy to focus on plan that will avoid any layoffs, Aug 10
New Mexico sues over Gold King spill, Jul 19
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New Zealand commits $3.7 million to study impacts of deep-sea mining, Nov 18
New mining cleanup rules coming, Mar 8
New operator of Navajo Mine named, Jan 13
Newmont celebrates 95 years, Jun 14
Newmont named top in sustainability, Oct 13
Oyu Tolgoi expansion plans approved, Jun 12
Peabody Energy files for bankruptcy, May 10
Peabody first to receive CORESafety certification from National Mining Association, Nov 12
Peabody seeks permission to pay taxes, Aug 16
Peabody's restructuring plan accepted, Sep 14
Penalties for spill in Brazil adding up, Jan 15
PolyMet gets environmental approval, Apr 10
PolyMet submits permit applications, Aug 14
Possible new coal mine in Australia, Oct 12
Quebec approves $1.2-billion mine, Feb 14
Ramaco prepares for IPO; New coal company opening new mines, Dec 12
Record low number of fatalities in 2015, Feb 10
Rio Tinto launches investment plan, Jan 10
Rosemont clears another hurdle, Jun 10
SEC proposes rules change, Jul 10
Sentinels of Safety winners named, Nov 14
Seven mines earn DOI awards, Nov 15
Space mining could be close, Sep 12
Sustainable development and mining, ICMM says mining can be part of development plans, Dec 14
Tata Steel announces mining partnership with Quebec, Dec 10
Thailand calls for a halt to all mining, Jun 15
Twin Metals faces a hurdle, Jul 16
Two new coal mines could open in 2017, Aug 10
Two new coal mines could open in 2017, Oct 10
Value of minerals from US mines falls, Mar 13
Western Australia claims top spot, Apr 11
Wyoming approves new coal mine, Nov 13
Wyoming eyes clean coal solutions, Sep 10

**International Conference on Ground Control in Mining**
International ground control conference attracts more than 200 people to West Virginia, Sep 15

**International Tunnelling Association**
Cities increase underground use, Jun 80

**Iodine**
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Iran**
The Sangan iron ore mines: A role model for sustainable development in Iran*, Jun 20

**Iron ore**
Australia's Roy Hill Mine ships first cargo, Jan 15
Challenges for Minnesota addressed at annual SME Conference in Duluth, May 17
Cliffs will restart operations early, Jul 12
Mining’s plunge put into perspective, Feb 12
Rio Tinto launches investment plan, Jan 10
The Sangan iron ore mines: A role model for sustainable development in Iran*, Jun 20
Vanadium trends in exploration; markets and future demands*, Aug 27

**Janisko, S.J.**
Reducing float coal dust: Field evaluation of an inline auxiliary fan scrubber*, Dec 06

**Japan**
Japan to enter offshore mining sector, Sep 10
Wyoming eyes clean coal solutions, Sep 10

**Jennings, Andrew**
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14

**Jones, P.**
Solving mine drainage water issues with peat-based sorption media*, Feb 38

**Jones, T.H.**
Standing support and rolled mesh for safe and efficient tailgate rib control*, Jan 33

**Jong, E.C.**
A preliminary evaluation of a through-the-earth (TTE) communications system at an underground coal mine in Eastern Kentucky*, Apr 52
Evaluation of an E-field through-the-earth (TTE) communications system at an underground longwall mine in West Virginia*, Sep 91
Risk management: Adapting Riskgate for underground coal mines in the United States*, Mar 51

**Joseph A. Holmes honored at MSHA centennial celebration**
Joseph A. Holmes honored at MSHA centennial celebration, Aug 78

**Joy Global**
Downturn in industry leads to innovation by Joy Global, Feb 10
Komatsu to acquire Joy Global, Aug 10
More than 1,800 exhibitors in 12 halls will be at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 36
Technology and solutions will take center stage at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 18
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**Kalgoorlie Mine**
Barrick to sell share of Kalgoorlie Mine, Sep 15

**Kaminak Gold**
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16

**Kaolin**
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

**Kar, N.A.**
2015 Review: Exploration review*, May 30

**Karmis, Michael**
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28

**Kemeny, J.**
Applications of point cloud technology in geomechanical characterization, analysis and predictive modeling*, May 18

**Kentucky**
Mine safety bills could be amended in Kentucky, Apr 8
Two new coal mines could open in 2017; Two new coal mines could open in 2017,

**Kirsch, P.A.**
Risk management: Adapting Riskgate for underground coal mines in the United States*, Mar 51

**Klein, M.**
Validation of temperature and humidity thermal model of 23-person tent-type refuge alternative*, Sep 97

**Komatsu**
Komatsu to acquire Joy Global, Aug 10
Technology and solutions will take center stage at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 18
Technology rules at MINExpo 2016; 44,000 attend three-day expo in Las Vegas*, Dec 22

**Kosmoski, C.L.**
Defining hazard from the mine worker's perspective*, Nov 50

**Kral, Steve**
Cities increase underground use, Jun 80
Mining, exploration in 2015, May 104
Poll shows backing for US minerals, Dec 96
SME Annual Conference in Phoenix, Feb 80
SME installs its 2016 officers, Mar 80
Technology rules at MINExpo 2016; 44,000 attend three-day expo in Las Vegas*, Dec 22

**Kretschmann, J.**
The Sangan iron ore mines: A role model for sustainable development in Iran*, Jun 20

**Kunasz Ihor**
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

**L**

**Largo Resources**
Vanadium trends in exploration; markets and future demands*, Aug 27

**Legislation**
Edgar Mine hosts historic congressional
Lundin Mining has sold its stake in the Lucky Friday copper mine to Hecla Mining Company. Since 125 years, the Peru Local Section has welcomed its new president. Pittsburgh Section held a joint meeting with the finance conference, and the New York Section will host a mining finance conference in 2017. The Mining finance meeting had a record attendance. The ISm Student chapter held a case-study competition. The central Wyoming Section supported local community activities. Kevin Moran is an SME Local Section Hero, and Bill Miller is an SME Local Section Hero. The Mining in Society merit badge, Troop 35, earned mining in Society merit badges, and St. Louis Section awarded scholarships. Mining builds strong bonds.
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**Lucky Friday**

Hecla Mining Company, 125 years; Since 1891⁸, Jun 37
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Lundin Mining to sell stake in copper mine,
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- PolyMet submits permit applications, Aug 14
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Access for Twin Metals blocked, Apr 10
Challenges for Minnesota addressed at annual SME Conference in Duluth, May 17
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Twin Metals faces a hurdle, Jul 16
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Risk management: Adapting Riskgate for underground coal mines in the United States*, Mar 51
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Japan to enter offshore mining sector, Sep 10
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Freeport agrees to remove mining claims, Nov 8
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Rio Tinto launches investment plan, Jan 10

Moore, Susan M.
MINER Act technology;Past, present and the future*, Dec 45

Moran Kevin
Kevin Moran is an SME Local Section Hero, Nov 55

Moran, P.B.
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34

Mount Emmons
Freeport agrees to remove mining claims, Nov 8
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Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34
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Diamond mine to open in 2016, Jan 12
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Murray Energy
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Deadline for mine cleanup in Nevada, Mar 12
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International social license in mining projects*, Feb 24
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GE Anderol 5000 Plus EP synthetic gear oil, Feb 64
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Hyundai HX series excavators, Jul 109
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Current Trends in Mining Finance Conference returns to New York City for fourth installment, Feb 11

**New Zealand**
New Zealand commits $3.7 million to study impacts of deep-sea mining, Nov 10
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Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39
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PolyMet submits permit applications, Aug 14
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Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
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**Noll, J.D.**
Comparison of MERV 16 and HEPA filters for cab filtration of underground mining equipment*, Aug 50
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2015 Review: Mining review*, May 52
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PolyMet gets environmental approval, Apr 10
PolyMet submits permit applications, Aug 14
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Offshore mining to have its own session at OTC; “Ocean mining developments”*, Apr 9
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Coal mining leases on federal lands are halted, Feb 8
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Times are as tough as they have ever been in the coal industry*, Mar 18
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Japan to enter offshore mining sector, Sep 10
Offshore mining to have its own session at OTC; “Ocean mining developments”*, Apr 9
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Possible new coal mine in Australia, Oct 12

**Organiscak, J.A.**
Air cleaning performance of a new environmentally controlled primary crusher operator booth*, Feb 31
Comparison of MERV 16 and HEPA filters for cab filtration of underground mining equipment*, Aug 50

**Oyu Tolgoi**
Oyu Tolgoi expansion plans approved, Jun 12
Rio Tinto launches investment plan, Jan 10
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Arch Coal plans to exit bankruptcy, Oct 11
BHP plans to invest in expansion, Jun 16
Chinese company doubles investment, Jul 14
Copper prices surge, hope rises for coal, Dec 10
Court rules in favor of Rosemont Copper, Aug 8
Deadline for mine cleanup in Nevada, Mar 12
EPA proposes to add Gold King to Superfund sites, May 8
EPA pushes for records on Pebble, May 14
Former Massey CEO found guilty on one charge, Jan 14
Former Massey CEO sentenced, May 12
Freeport to sell stake in African mine, Jun 12
Freeport’s SierraTec Mine to shut down, Jan 11
Gold King Mine site added to National Priorities List for Superfund cleanup, Oct 10
Green vehicles could drive copper boom, Dec 18
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
Inspector General backs EPA in Pebble case, Feb 8
International social license in mining projects*, Feb 24
Lundin Mining to sell stake in copper mine, Dec 20
Oyu Tolgoi expansion plans approved, Jun 12
PE Exam needs your support, Sep 107
Peabody Energy files for bankruptcy, May 10
Peabody first to receive CORESafety certification from National Mining Association, Nov 12
Peabody reaches agreement with three states, Sep 8
Peabody seeks permission to pay taxes, Aug 16
Peabody settles back tax issue, Dec 16
Peabody’s restructuring plan accepted, Sep 14
Personal News, Dec 77
Personal News, Nov 59

**PEE**

PolyMet submits 15,000-page permit application, Dec 8
PolyMet submits permit applications, Aug 14
Possible new coal mine in Australia, Oct 12
Rosemont clears another hurdle, Jun 10
Resolution Mine site lands on historic registry, Apr 8
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61
SME offers Mining/Mineral Processing Exam prep course, Aug 56
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

Papua New Guinea
Chinese company doubles investment, Jul 14

Pascua-Lama
Barrick Gold reaches settlement, Jul 17

Patriot Coal
Peabody Energy files for bankruptcy, May 10

Patts, J.R.
Reducing float coal dust: Field evaluation of an inline auxiliary fan scrubber*, Dec 63

Patts, L.D.
Reducing float coal dust: Field evaluation of an inline auxiliary fan scrubber*, Dec 63

Peabody Coal
Peabody Energy files for bankruptcy, May 10

Peabody Energy
Arch Coal plans to exit bankruptcy, Oct 11
Peabody first to receive CORESafety certification from National Mining Association, Nov 12
Peabody reaches agreement with three states, Sep 8
Peabody seeks permission to pay taxes, Aug 16
Peabody settles back tax issue, Dec 16
Peabody’s restructuring plan accepted, Sep 14

Peat
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Pebble Mine
EPA pushes for records on Pebble, May 14

Pebble Project
Inspector General backs EPA in Pebble case, Feb 8

Pembrroke Resources
Possible new coal mine in Australia, Oct 12

Perlite
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Personal News
Personal News, Jan 47
Personal News, Mar 59
Personal News, Apr 62
Personal News, May 87

Petters, Carlos
A mining breakthrough; Preconcentration by sensor-based sorting*, Mar 38

Phosphate
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
Quebec approves $1.2-billion mine, Feb 14

Phosphate Rock
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Pittsburgh Coal Mining Institute of America
Pittsburgh Section holds joint meeting with PCMIA and NMHF, Jan 48

Pittsburgh Section
Pittsburgh Section holds joint meeting with PCMIA and NMHF, Jan 48

Point cloud technology
Applications of point cloud technology in geomechanical characterization, analysis and predictive modeling*, May 18

Politics of Mining
Alaska raises concerns about BC report, Jun 8
BLM to review sage grouse assessment, Nov 8
Bolivia cracks down on mining cooperatives, Oct 8
Coal mining leases on federal lands are halted, Feb 8
Colowyo Mine receives approval for expansion, Mar 6
Court rules in favor of Rosemont Copper, Aug 8
Court upholds EPA’s veto of Spruce Mine permit, Sep 8
EPA proposes to add Gold King to Superfund sites, May 8
Federal court weighs in on Nevada moly mine, Dec 8
Freeport agrees to remove mining claims, Nov 8
Inspector General backs EPA in Pebble case, Feb 8
Mine cleanup bill passed by US House, Aug 8
Mine safety bills could be amended in Kentucky, Apr 8
New rules for mine safety proposed by MSHA, Jul 8
Peabody reaches agreement with three states, Sep 8
PolyMet submits 15,000-page permit application, Dec 8

PolyMet
Challenges for Minnesota addressed at annual SME Conference in Duluth, May 17
PolyMet gets environmental approval, Apr 10
PolyMet submits permit applications, Apr 10
Twin Metals faces a hurdle, Jul 16

PolyMet Mining Corp.
PolyMet gets environmental approval, Apr 10

Potash
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Precious metals
2015 Review: Mining review*, May 52

Preece, D.
Fragmentation modeling using the Multiple Blasthole Fragmentation (MBF) model at an openpit mine*, Oct 49

President’s Page
A long strange trip indeed, Feb. 6
Giving thanks, Nov. 6
Mentoring the next generation, Dec. 6
Mining builds strong bonds, Sep. 6
Mining Industry needs young talent, Aug. 6
Mining builds strong bonds, Sep 6

Presidential Citation
Presidential Citation to John Marsden, Jan 56
Presidential Citation to Romulo Mucho, Jan 57
Presidential Citation to WAAIME, Jan 57

Public perceptions of mining
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61

Pumice and Pumicite
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Quebec
Quebec approves $1.2-billion mine, Feb 14
Tata Steel announces mining partnership with Quebec, Dec 10
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Rabbit Lake Mine and Mill
Using lean six sigma techniques for projects at a Canadian uranium mine, mill*, Nov 16

Ramaco
Ramaco prepares for IPO; New coal company opening new mines, Dec 12
Two new coal mines could open in 2017*, Oct 10
Two new met coal mines planned, Oct 80
Wyoming approves new coal mine, Nov 13

Rare Earths
Development of rare-earths mine halted, May 14
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 89

Reclamation
Gold King Mine site added to National Priorities List for Superfund cleanup, Oct 10
Mine cleanup bill passed by US House, Aug 8

Reed, W.R.
Computational fluid dynamic modeling of a medium-sized surface mine blasthole drill shroud*, Nov 43

Refuge alternatives
Satisfying temperature requirements in mobile refuge alternatives*, Dec 41

Renewable Energy
Green vehicles could drive copper boom, Dec 18

Renner, Georgene
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61

Resolution Mine
Resolution Mine site lands on historic registry, Apr 8

Restrepo, J.A.
Risk management: Adapting Riskgate for underground coal mines in the United States*, Mar 51

Rider, J.P.
Computational fluid dynamic modeling of a medium-sized surface mine blasthole drill shroud*, Nov 43

Rio Tinto
Mining’s plunge put into perspective, Feb 12
Oyu Tolgoi expansion plans approved, Jun 12
Rio Tinto launches investment plan, Jan 10

Risk management
Building and executing an effective risk system for the mining industry*, Oct 44

Robert S. Shoemaker
National Mining Hall of Fame to induct 2016 class ahead of MINExpo*, Aug 20

Rock in the Box
A call for auction items, Dec 78
Getting involved with the Mining & Exploration Division, Feb 49

M&E issues a call for auction items, Jan 52
Mining industry talent forecast, Jul 103

Rosemont Copper
Court rules in favor of Rosemont Copper, Aug 8
Rosemont clears another hurdle, Jun 10
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

Roy Hill
Australia’s Roy Hill Mine ships first cargo, Jan 15

Rozelle, J.W.
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34

Rules to Live By
New rules for mine safety proposed by MSHA, Jul 8

SEC
Boise Section joins in the Rock Party, Nov 58
ISM Student Chapter holds case-study competition, Mar 64
Kevin Moran is an SME Local Section Hero, Nov 55
MEC Organization Recognition Award to the SME Pittsburgh Local Section, Jan 58
Mining finance meeting has record attendance, Nov 56
New York Section will host 2017 mining finance conference, Nov 56
Pittsburgh Section holds joint meeting with PCMIA and NMIHF, Jan 48
SEC proposes rules change, Jul 10
St. Louis Section awards scholarships, Mar 62

SME
Challenges for Minnesota addressed at annual SME Conference in Duluth, May 17
Current Trends in Mining Finance Conference returns to New York City for fourth installment, Feb 11
Graduate student research poster contest with cash prizes, Sep 111
Health and Safety needs our support; SME can provide a home to mine safety professionals, May 6
It’s time to donate items and to sponsor the SMEF gala dinner, Nov 60
MEC Leadership Award to Kenneth Reid, Jan 57
MEC Organization Recognition Award to the SME Pittsburgh Local Section, Jan 58
MEC Partnership Award to Daphne D. LaPointe, Jan 57
MEC Student Chapter Award to the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marco Peru, Jan 58
Mentoring the next generation; SME offers members to pass on advice and knowledge, Dec 6
Miner safety improves in 2015, Apr 88
Mining engineering graduates on the rise, May 15
Mining, climate change and science, Jan 6
More than 6,300 attend SME Annual Conference & Expo*, Apr 39
Ray Lowrie donates technical library to SME, Jul 89
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61
SME Awards scholarships at the 2016 Annual Conference, Aug 71
SME Division officer nominees, Jul 94
SME and CIM partnership offers EduMine training to members, Jul 102
SME announces 2016 mining academic grants, Aug 63
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63
SME installs its 2016 officers, Mar 80
SME introduces Move Mining competition, Oct 63
SME nominees for president and board of directors, Jul 93
SME presents awards; announces Distinquished Members, Jan 55
SME presents the Scout Miner Award to Frank McAllister, Jan 54
SME recognizes 2016 Legion of Honor members and 25-Year members, Feb 45
SME seeks nominations for Distinguished Members, Sep 105
SME seeks professional engineers to help set PE Exam passing score, Feb 50
SME/NSSGA announce results of 2016 Student Design Competition, Apr 67
Staying safe and other observations, Feb 6
Support your SME Foundation, Dec 81
Syd S. Peng Ground Control in Mining Award to Xie Xing Miao, Jan 59
Thank you to the many supporters of the SME Foundation, Feb 51
Timothy D. Arnold: An interview with the 2016 SME President*, Mar 14
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

SME Annual Conference
More than 6,300 attend SME Annual Conference & Expo*, Apr 39

SME Awards
Ivan B. Rahn Education Award to Pamela A.K. Wilkinson, Jan 60
MEC Leadership Award to Kenneth Reid, Jan 57
MEC Organization Recognition Award to the SME Pittsburgh Local Section, Jan 58
MEC Partnership Award to Daphne D. LaPointe, Jan 57
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SME Distinguished Member Award
Anderson, Corby G., Jan 55
Gardner, J. Steven, Jan 55
Kellar, Jon, Jan 55
Washnock, Robert V., Jan 55
Zelanko, Joseph, Jan 56

SME Division Awards
Antoine M. Gaudin Award to Ronald Woods, Feb 56
Arthur F. Taggart Award to Michael Brittan and Gustavo Plenge, Feb 57
Ben F. Dickerson Award to Raja Upadhyay, Feb 55
Coal & Energy Division Distinguished Service Award to Joe Zelanko, Feb 53
Environmental Division Distinguished Service Award to Anne Williamson, Feb 54
Environmental Stewardship Award to O. Eugene Kitts, Feb 54
Health & Safety Division Individual Excellence Award to R. Larry Grayson, Feb 54
Health & Safety Division Operational Excellence Award to the Dugout Canyon Mine, Feb 55
Health & Safety Division Research and Educational Excellence Award to the National Industrial Sand Association, Feb 55
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Distinguished Service Award to S.A. Ravishankar, Feb 55
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division Young Scientist Award to Hyunjung Kim, Feb 56
J.W. Woomer Young Engineer Award to Brian O’Dea, Feb 53
Milton E. Wadsworth Award to David Dreisinger, Feb 57
Miner of the Year Award to Tom Goodell, Feb 58
Mineral & Metallurgical Processing Division Outstanding Young Engineer Award to Emily Sarver, Feb 56
Mining & Exploration Division Distinguished Service Award to Steven Holmes, Feb 57
Mining & Exploration Division Outstanding Young Professional Award to Jamie Torske, Feb 59
Rock Mechanics Award to Ian Farmer, Feb 58

SME Division Awards, Feb 53
Stefanko Best Paper Award to Steven Derycke, Steven Tadolini, Anand Bhagwat and Thomas Hanselaer, Feb 53
WAAIME Founders Award to Veronica Yovane Brakhm, Feb 59

SME Division officers nominations
SME Executive Board Nominations
SME nominees for president and board of directors, Jul 93

SME Foundation
ABET program evaluator candidates are needed, Sep 107
EWB receives second Miners Give Back Award, Jun 59
Foundation dinner and auction raise funds for scholarships, Apr 60
How will you leave your legacy?, Jul 89
I love mining, golf and the 25th anniversary of SMEF, Jan 47
It’s scholarship season at SMEF, Aug 63
It’s time to donate items and to sponsor the SMEF gala dinner, Nov 60
It’s time to donate items and to sponsor the SMEF gala dinner, Nov 60
MEC Leadership Award to Kenneth Reid, Jan 57
MEC Organization Recognition Award to the SME Pittsburgh Local Section, Jan 58
MEC Partnership Award to Daphne D. LaPonte, Jan 57
MEC Student Chapter Award to the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marco Peru, Jan 58
PE Exam needs your support, Sep 107
R. Gene Dewey supports SMEF PhD Fellowship, Dec 81
SME Foundation recognizes 2015 donors, Mar 61
SME announces 2016 mining academic grants, Aug 63
Support your SME Foundation, Dec 81
Support your SME Foundation, Dec 81
Syd S. Peng Ground Control in Mining Award to Xie Xing Miao, Jan 59
Thank you to the many supporters of the SME Foundation, Dec 81
Thank you to the many supporters of the SME Foundation, Dec 81
What’s the easiest way to support the SME Foundation? Shop using AmazonSmile, May 81

SME Legion of Honor and 25-Year Members
SME recognizes 2016 Legion of Honor members and 25-Year members, Feb 45

SME Officers
SME installs its 2016 officers, Mar 80

SME Scholarships
Coal & Energy Division John Marshall scholarships to Shiv Agarwal, Batjargal Altangerel, Shubham Choudhary, Austin Davis, Austin Dierickx, Aug 73
Coal & Energy Division John Marshall scholarships to Spencer Evans, Kristina Miles, Abigail Pfaff, Vaibhav Singh, Logan Ward, Aug 73
Coal & Energy Division scholarships to Ayush Anand, Chelsea Barrett, Joseph Bright, Benjamin Butcher, Nathan Elgen, Donald Francescon, Aug 71
Coal & Energy Division scholarships to Andrew Hanneke, Adrian Heieis, Carolyn Kosloski, Gireesh S. Sankara Raman, Levi Rawlings, Mark Schuchardt, Aug 72
Coal & Energy Division scholarships to Pritnam Sinha, Jenna Spencer, Daniel Vanoverbeke, Aug 72
Industrial Minerals & Aggregates Division scholarship to Lauren Shields, Aug 74
Mineral & Metallurgical Processing Division scholarships to Alexandra Anderson, Jim McKay, Viviana Ramirez Coterio, Vaibhav Srivastava, Stephen Broddy, Aug 74
Mining & Exploration Division Henry DeWitt Smith scholarship to Chelsea Pomeroy, Aug 76
Mining & Exploration Division Steven C. Potter scholarship to Halley Keevil, Aug 76
Mining & Exploration Division Stewart Wallace scholarship to Micah Claypool, Aug 76
Mining & Exploration Division scholarships to Jay Schaffer, Laura Steeves, Joe Waite, Katherine Burke, Aug 75
SME Awards scholarships at the 2016 Annual Conference, Aug 71
SME Foundation Ernest K. Lehmann Scholarship to Caroline Dziak, Brian Minkin, Aug 77
SME Foundation J.H. Fletcher & Co. Scholarship to Elizabeth Radcliffe, Brooklyn Yonts, Aug 76
SME Foundation MMMSA/SMEF Presidential Scholarship to Elizabeth Radcliffe, Aug 76
SME Foundation McIntosh Engineering Scholarship to Kevin Moran, Robert Glenn Murray, Laura Steeves, Aug 77
SME Foundation Syd S. and Felicia F. Peng Ground Control in Mining Scholarships to Anna Perry, Rahul Thareja, Aug 78

SME Student Chapters
MEC Student Chapter Award to the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marco Peru, Jan 58

SME and CIM partnership offers EduMine training to members
SME and CIM partnership offers EduMine training to members, Jul 102

SME presents awards; announces Distinguished Members
SME presents awards; announces Distinguished Members
Safety

SME seeks professional engineers to help set PE Exam passing score
SME seeks professional engineers to help set PE Exam passing score, Feb 50

SME/NSSGA Student Design Competition
SME/NSSGA announce results of 2016 Student Design Competition, Apr 67

SNL Metals & Mining
Exploration budgets plummet in 2015, Jan 13

Safety
Advancing safety with technology and solutions at MINEXPO International 2016*, Sep 28
Building and executing an effective risk system for the mining industry*, Oct 44
Excerpts from the minutes of the H&S Executive Committee meeting, Jul 104
Health & Safety Division Individual Excellence Award to R. Larry Grayson, Feb 54
Health & Safety Division Operational Excellence Award to the Dugout Canyon Mine, Feb 55
Health & Safety Division Research and Educational Excellence Award to the National Industrial Sand Association, Feb 55
Health and Safety needs our support; SME can provide a home to mine safety professionals, May 6
It's all in your head -- Why drug testing doesn't solve the problem of safety, Jun 60
MINER Act technology; Past, present and the future*, Dec 45
MSHA grants awarded to 47 states, Aug 12
Mine safety bills could be amended in Kentucky, Apr 8
Miner safety improves in 2015, Apr 88
New rules for mine safety proposed by MSHA, Jul 8
Peabody first to receive CORESafety certification from National Mining Association, Nov 12
Record low number of fatalities in 2015, Feb 10
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61
Satisfying temperature requirements in mobile refuge alternatives*, Dec 41
Sentinels of Safety winners named, Nov 14
Some wounds never fully heal, Oct 6
Staying safe and other observations, Feb 6
The value of safety shares and a call for meaning, May 82
Training matters -- MSHA’s Rules to Live By, Sep 109
Using brain games to raise safety awareness, Nov 57

Safety Share
Excerpts from the minutes of the H&S Executive Committee meeting, Jul 104
It’s all in your head -- Why drug testing doesn’t solve the problem of safety, Jun 60
The value of safety shares and a call for meaning, May 82
Training matters -- MSHA’s Rules to Live By, Sep 109
Using brain games to raise safety awareness, Nov 57
Using brain games to raise safety awareness, Nov 57

Sage Grouse
Alternative sage grouse rule plan offered, Mar 11
BLM to review sage grouse assessment, Nov 8

Salt
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Samarco
Brazil files largest civil suit in history over Samarco Mine tailings dam failure, Jun 10
Lawsuit from tailings spill in Brazil dismissed by federal judge, Jul 10

Samarco Mine
Lawsuit from tailings spill in Brazil dismissed by federal judge, Jul 10

Sampaio, Carlos
A mining breakthrough; Preconcentration by sensor-based sorting*, Mar 38

San Sebastian Mine
Hecla Mining Company, 125 years; Since 1891*, Jun 37

Sandvik
First all-electric mine on the horizon, Nov 10
More than 1,800 exhibitors in 12 halls will be at MINEXPO International 2016*, Sep 36

Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology
First all-electric mine on the horizon, Nov 10

Sangan iron ore
The Sangan iron ore mines: A role model for sustainable development in Iran*, Jun 20

Sarver, E.
Area monitoring and spot-checking for diesel particulate matter in an underground mine*, Dec 57

Saskatchewan
Western Australia claims top spot, Apr 11

Scams
Scams and other impediments to credible mineral appraisal*, Sep 60

Schafrik, S.C.
Evaluation of an E-field through-the-earth (TTE) communications system at an underground longwall mine in West Virginia*, Sep 91

Schafrik, S.J.
A preliminary evaluation of a through-the-earth (TTE) communications system at an underground coal mine in Eastern Kentucky*, Apr 52
Risk management: Adapting Riskgate for underground coal mines in the United States*, Mar 51

Schrauf, Todd
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16

Scott, James
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16

Scout Miner Award
SME presents the Scout Miner Award to Frank McAllister, Jan 54

Self-bonding
Arch Coal plans to exit bankruptcy, Oct 11

Sentinels of Safety
Sentinels of Safety winners named, Nov 14

Seymour, J.B.
Jackleg drill injuries*, Aug 57

Shah, Anjana
Coastal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources *, Oct 36

Siami-Irdemoosa, E.
Measuring the effectiveness of mining shovels*, Mar 45

Sibanye Gold
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17

Sierrita Mine
Freeport’s Sierrita Mine to shut down, Jan 11

Silica Rule
MSHA delays talk on silica rule, Jul 18

Silicosis
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17

Silimanite
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Silver
Hecla Mining Company, 125 years; Since 1891*, Jun 37

Six Sigma
Using lean six sigma techniques for projects at a Canadian uranium mine, mill*, Nov 16
Smith, A.C.
New improvements to MFIRE to enhance fire-modeling capabilities*, Jun 45

Smith, M.P.
The human factors in the success of mineral processing projects*, Aug 36

Smith, Mark
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16

Snap Lake
Diamond mine to open in 2016, Jan 12

Snyder, David P.
MINER Act technology; Past, present and the future *, Dec 45

Social license
International social license in mining projects*, Feb 24
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61

Society of Mining Professors
Society of Mining Professors to meet in Washington, D.C., Jun 61

Soda ash
Tata Chemicals North America finds stability, success in Southwest Wyoming*, Jul 85

Software
Applications of point cloud technology in geomechanical characterization, analysis and predictive modeling*, May 18

Sorting
A mining breakthrough; Preconcentration by sensor-based sorting*, Mar 38

South Africa
Court clears way for silicosis lawsuit, Jun 17
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14
South Africa plans to keep black ownership at 26%, May 8

Space mining
Space mining could be close, Sep 12

Spruce Mine No. 1
Court upholds EPA’s veto of Spruce Mine permit, Sep 8

Stanley Dempsey
National Mining Hall of Fame to induct 2016 class ahead of MINEXpo*, Aug 20

Stinnett, Landy
Scams and other impediments to credible mineral appraisal*, Sep 60

Streams
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28

Strontium
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Student Chapter News
Student Chapter News, Dec 76
Student Chapter at ITT Kharagpur presents lectures, recruits students, Dec 76

Student Chapters
ISM Student Chapter holds case-study competition, Mar 64
ISM hosts lecture by P.K. Singh, May 87
ISM students attend webinar by Abani Samal, Sep 111
MEC Student Chapter Award to the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marco Peru, Jan 58
Mining Convergence session brings alumni to mentor students at ISM, May 87
Outstanding Student Chapter Award to West Virginia University, Jan 59

Sulfur
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Superfund
Deadline for mine cleanup in Nevada, Mar 12
EPA proposes to add Gold King to Superfund sites, May 8
Gold King Mine site added to National Priorities List for Superfund cleanup, Oct 10

Surface mining
Developing a context-based alert system for haulage cycle optimization*, Feb 17
Dragline step change; Safer, greener and lower operating costs are possible*, Nov 32

Suriname
Newmont opens Merian Mine in Suriname on time and under budget*, Nov 39

Sustainability
Newmont named top in sustainability, Oct 13
Sustainable development and mining, ICMM says mining can be part of development plans, Dec 14

Tailings
Risk analysis for evaluation of mine-impounded water*, Dec 33

Talc and Pyrophyllite
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Tarschizi Ebrahim
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

Tata Chemicals North America
Tata Chemicals North America finds stability, success in Southwest Wyoming*, Jul 85

Tata Steel Minerals
Tata Steel announces mining partnership with Quebec, Dec 10

Taxes
Peabody settles back tax issue, Dec 16

Tenke Fungurume
Freeport to sell stake in African mine*, Jun 12
Lundin Mining to sell stake in copper mine, Dec 20

Terex
Mining trucks dig in for dorset ball clay*, Jun 36

Thailand
Thailand calls for a halt to all mining, Jun 15

Teng Fei
A tough new world; Mineral processing in the 2010s*, Jun 42
SME Annual Conference features more than 120 sessions, 6,300 attendees*, May 61
When the going gets tough... the tough get going to Tucson*, Jan 30

Thomas, R.A.
Determination of the fire hazards of mine materials using a radiant panel*, Jan 40

Thompson C. Sheldon
Obituaries/Necrology, Nov 67

Thompson, Michael
Impumelelo coal mine is home to the world’s longest belt conveyor*, Oct 14

Timothy D. Arnold
Timothy D. Arnold; An interview with the 2016 SME President*, Mar 14

Titanium dioxide
Coastal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources *, Oct 36

Tona
Tata Chemicals North America finds stability, success in Southwest Wyoming*, Jul 85

Twin Metals
Access for Twin Metals blocked, Apr 10
Twin Metals faces a hurdle, Jul 16
Twin Metals files suit for mineral lease renewal, Oct 8

Twin Metals Minnesota
Access for Twin Metals blocked, Apr 10
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Rosemont clears another hurdle, Jun 10

U.S. Forest Service
Court rules in favor of Rosemont Copper, Aug 8
Twin Metals faces a hurdle, Jul 16

U.S. House Committee on Natural Resources
EPA knew of dangers at Gold King, Mar 8

U.S. Supreme Court
Supreme Court halts Obama administration, Mar 6

USGS
2015 Review: Exploration review*, May 30
2015 Review: Mining review*, May 52
BLM to review sage grouse assessment, Nov 8
Mining, exploration in 2015, May 104
Value of minerals from US mines falls, Mar 13

Ucore Rare Metals
Development of rare-earths mine halted, May 14

Underground mining
Minimizing impacts on streams due to underground mining by predicting surface ground movements*, Mar 28
Satisfying temperature requirements in mobile refuge alternatives*, Dec 41

United Taconite
Cliffs will restart operations early, Jul 12

Upper Big Branch Mine
Former Massey CEO found guilty on one charge, Jan 14
Former Massey CEO sentenced, May 12

Uranium
Using lean six sigma techniques for projects at a Canadian uranium mine, mill*, Nov 16

Vale
Brazil files largest civil suit in history over Samarco Mine tailings dam failure, Jun 10
Lawsuit from tailings spill in Brazil dismissed by federal judge, Jul 10
Penalties for spill in Brazil adding up, Jan 15

Van Gosen, Bradley
Coastal deposits of heavy mineral sands; Global significance and US resources *, Oct 36

Vanadium
Vanadium trends in exploration; markets and future demands*, Aug 27

Venezuela
Venezuela creates its own mining ministry, Jul 8

Veras, Moacir
A mining breakthrough; Preconcentration by sensor-based sorting*, Mar 38

Vergara, P.
Modeling maximum ramp-up and production rates of stoping mining*, May 73

Vermiculite
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30

Virginia
Former Massey CEO found guilty on one charge, Jan 14
Ramaco prepares for IPO; New coal company opening new mines, Dec 12
Two new coal mines could open in 2017;*, Oct 10

Vista Gold Corp.
Pit lake water treatment assists with legacy acid rock drainage issue in anticipation of restart at Mount Todd gold mine*, Apr 34

Vitton Stan
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

WAAIME
WAAIME Founders Award to Veronica Yovane Brahm, Feb 59
WAAIME celebrates 100th anniversary, Nov 59

WAAIME Division
WAAIME celebrates 100th anniversary, Nov 59

WAAIME News
WAAIME celebrates 100th anniversary, Nov 59

Waste water
Risk analysis for evaluation of mine impounded water*, Dec 33

Water
Court upholds EPA's veto of Spruce Mine permit, Sep 8
EPA pushes for records on Pebble, May 14
Risk analysis for evaluation of mine impounded water*, Dec 33

Watzman, Bruce
Advancing safety with technology and solutions at MINExpo International 2016*, Sep 28

Werner Joshua
SME announces the 2016-2017 Henry Krumb Lecture Series, Nov 63

West Virginia
Former Massey CEO found guilty on one charge, Jan 14
Ramaco prepares for IPO; New coal company opening new mines, Dec 12
Two new coal mines could open in 2017;*, Oct 10

Western Australia
Western Australia claims top spot, Apr 11

Wilburn, D.R.
2015 Review: Exploration review*, May 30

William N. Poundstone
National Mining Hall of Fame to induct 2016 class ahead of MINExpo*, Aug 20

World Tunnel Congress
Cities increase underground use, Jun 80

Wyoming
BLM to review sage grouse assessment, Nov 8
Coal mining leases on federal lands are halted, Feb 8
Ramaco prepares for IPO; New coal company opening new mines, Dec 12
Tata Chemicals North America finds stability, success in Southwest Wyoming*, Jul 85
Wyoming approves new coal mine, Nov 13
Wyoming eyes clean coal solutions, Sep 10

Yan, L.
Validation of temperature and humidity thermal model of 23-person tent-type refuge alternative*, Sep 97

Yang, R.
Fragmentation modeling using the Multiple Blasthole Fragmentation (MBF) model at an openpit mine*, Oct 49

Yantek, D.
Validation of temperature and humidity thermal model of 23-person tent-type refuge alternative*, Sep 97

Yonkey, J.A.
Refuge alternatives relief valve testing and design*, Oct 55

Young Leaders
Adam Curry, Aug 67
Alex Jolly, Aug 68
Ali Lashgari, Aug 69
Axel Gallegos, Aug 67
cayo Fernando Soto, Aug 67
Johan Martin carpio, Aug 67
Joshua Whitney, Aug 69
Lucas rojas-Mendoza, Aug 69
melissa Anderson, Aug 68
moises Francisco molina, Aug 68
Pedram Roghanchi, Aug 68
Red Conger leads Young Leaders mentoring session, May 85
Samuel Lolom, Aug 68
Shane Lee, Aug 68
Sunny Sorabji, Aug 69
Tathagata Ghosh, Aug 67
Vasu Ganerade, Aug 69
Young Leaders tour Freeport-McMoRan’s Bagdad operations, May 85
Young Leaders welcome the class of 2016, Aug 57

Young, Aaron
A mining breakthrough; Preconcentration by sensor-based sorting*, Mar 38

Yuan, L.
New improvements to MFIRE to enhance fire-modeling capabilities*, Jun 45

Yukon
Evaluation of operational strategies for heap leaching of gold ores under subzero temperatures, Coffee Project, Kaminak Gold*, Apr 16

Z

Zdunczyk, Mark
Crushed stone fares well in 2015; Production made it the largest mining industry*, Jul 20
Frac sand production decreases; Oil and gas oversupply leads to slowdown*, Jul 23

Zeolites
Industrial Minerals review 2015*, Jul 30
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